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Arthur is England's counterpart in the alternate world. He's the Chief Wizard, the highest position an Elgnandian can accomplish. Apparently, he was married to Alfred's sister until he died. Arthur had three other siblings and one was said to be dead. Content [Show] Origins / Background Edit Arthur was
born the youngest of 4 boys. One of his brothers was named David, his name was Dave. Arthur disappeared as a child and feared his father would defeat him. She searched a way back and noticed some writing that she could meet the rose fairy if she passed three tests to find the flower garden. In the
first Test she had to beat the fairy knight, a young girl named Jeanne, who she lost a lot. One day, when they fought, despite losing to him again, the Rose Fairy allowed Arthur to pass and invited him to play in the garden. He spent three days with her, saying it was like a dream. He wanted to be the chief
wizard to see him again. Arthur is said to be ruthless and quite cruel, but he softens when he meets and falls in love with Matthew and Alfred's older sister Elizabeth Williams. After the death of their father, the Chief Wizard, Arthur, David and two other brothers had to go to tests and become the new Chief
Magician, due to be a descendant with powerful magicians in kirklands. They would have to do anything to impress and please the jury. Arthur was not good with sweet talk and therefore avoided. His only hope was that the kings who received 12 votes would vote. If they can pass a mission given by the
King, they can be taken. The prince was also appointed to recognize the candidates. When Arthur first met Francis, the prince made it. Angry Arthur punched her without knowing she was a prince. Arthur later found out when he saw Francis standing next to his father on the throne. They used to fight and
argue all the time. During the Chief Wizard trials, the king tasked them with obtaining a blue rose. This worked in Arthur's favor because it's almost impossible to find unless they know only the flower garden where Arthur was found. He beat Jeanne for the first time and was able to get in. He found out the
Rose Fairy was dead. Francis was overwhelming as his brother had followed him and they were engaged in a violent duel, hiding to watch. Arthur was defeated and had to deliver the rose so his brother could win. But his brother pulled out a dagger. As he was about to kill Arthur, the ground crumbed and
fell under his feet. Arthur sat there as his brother held on to the border and asked his brother for help. Arthur barely let him fall to his death, being his last words: I curse you. I'll never forgive you. It's not known what went through Arthurs' head when his brother fell. If there was. Let your brother fall or if he
was frozen in shock. Francis and the others determined it was a death. Arthur married Elizabeth Williams and her two brothers moved in with them. Arthurs' son died giving birth to Peter. Arthur believed it was the curse of his brothers who killed him. At the time, Arthur was doing the service to become a
user of The Green Jewel. But Jewel chose Peter over him. Arthur was ridiculed in the village for being the Chief Wizard. He could have done it again by deleting Peters' name, but it hasn't been allowed since the council wanted to humiliate him. They also wanted to take Peter to raise him in Cenarf. He
didn't ask them to take his son away from him, so he begged the previous king to keep his son until he died. He was often busy with work. Peter says arthur won't be there on his birthday and will never look after him when he learns of a new spell. Arthur kept looking after Elizabeth's brothers and teaching
them spells, at one point giving Matthew a stuffed bear, which the boy loved very much. He often spends more time with Alfred, causing his son to no longer be seriously trained and repeatedly insulting his father. Arthur moved further away from Peter, believing that his son hated him, and even when his
son learned of new spells, he showed interest in Alfred. Alfred didn't try to spend time with Peter, who wanted to be the center of attention. Arthur used a spell to keep the brothers in his care until he was 18. He spoiled Alfred, and for some reason Alfred began to think badly of Arthurs' son, Peter, causing
a rift between him and his father. This leads Alfred to ask for independence with the help of the king. Alfred says arthur's going to go a long way, even though he's nice. If he stays in Arthurs' custody, he'll be insensitive and think badly of Peter. Arthur was never told why Alfred left. Personality Edit
Relationships Edit Family Edit Elizabeth Kirkland Edit Peter Kirkland Edit Friends Edit Others Edit Edit Italy's P.O.V. Edit The first time she mentioned it when her son Peter tells the group that she hates him, since Peters may have killed Elizabeth on birth and she had been chosen as the next user stones
of Green Jewellery , making her the subject of ridicule in the kingdom, for not being the next user. Japan says however that he is confident, that he still loves Peter, despite being scorned in this way, since later Lovino states that while he was robbing the blue jewel mines of Age, he was almost caught by
the Chief Wizard who jailed him. Natalya later revealed the Chief Wizard, will be one of them, accompanied by the King. America's P.O.V. Edit They go to the village of Polar Bear to find America and Matthew Arthur, and Arthur is said to be in a large cave. America and Matthew first encounter a lamia
fight, using arthur's incredible teleportation and attacks. But America is not happy to see another Britain, while Matthew insists on helping him. America quietly admits that he understands that Alfred hates him. When America and Matthew go to him as a ghost next to Alfred, Arthur can see him, and he's
shocked to see three Alfreds forgetting Matthews' name. Matthew apologized for leaving Elgnand, but Arthur says it's okay. He then realizes that Alfred is gone and asks if there are only two Alfreds. America says there's not one. Arthur's confused, but Matthew says Alfred's acting weird. He shrugs and
lets the two of them help him. When America moves to finish the job, Arthur pushes him and tells him to stay so close. It is then attacked by some kind of barrier and lamia disapears. Matthew asks if he feels sick, but Arthur says his magic is blocked. America is reprimanded for this and panics because it
is what Arthur has without magic. Arthur frustratingly yells that he's got nothing left. America shrugs, saying it shouldn't push him. Arthur denies this, saying he doesn't intend to help her. Matthew says he may now lose his title as Arthur's Chief Wizard, but Arthur says he'll only break the spell from time to
time, but he's also not sure if cenarf people will let him remain the Chief Magician for now. He says the Chief Wizard should be the best. America expresses light guilt for freeing a single father from his job, even if it's Arthur, first states that his brother-in-law is independent of him and then his son escapes
from home, which means he's becoming increasingly pitiless. Arthur is surprised to learn that his son has escaped. Arthur gets very terrified of Matthews, though the news is calmly. Arthur only says peter hates him, so it wasn't surprising. Matthew says there are monsters out there, but Arthur states that



he only chose Peter as the green jewel user, so monsters can't beat him. When America asked if Jewel was in Elgnand, Arthur said he was always in Cenarf, but they brought him to Elgnand to keep him safe. Arthur is then notified that they ran into a monster who talked about green. Arthur decides to
report to Cenarf first. Arthur remembers that since he makes monsters and wants to wait, he came to destroy the apartment while they were about to leave. But America thinks he's shaken by his son's escape, but Arthur denies it. They're learning it's a thing spell. Arthur, whose He says he doesn't know,
but they beat him up. Arthur says then This talent hasn't reached his home yet, so whoever made it must be a powerful wizard. Arthur then decides to use it for transcription and research. After doing so, they destroy the circle and leave the cave. When they return, it guarantees the polar bears that the
apartment is gone and matthew translates. When America asks why he took the job, Arthur says he did it to get him out of parliament. Arthur has some allies, but he can't compete with veterans. Matthew's a little down there, he thinks he has to go back to Elgnand, he wants to see Cenarf. Arthur lets him
come, but America says Matthew shouldn't care what Arthur says. They then set off for Cenarf together. Upon arrival at the Palace in Cenarf, he greets Arthur and is praised for his complete mission. He then realizes that Arthur has appointed young members to parliament, but that doesn't give him an
advantage, because many won't side with him. Matthew sees him badly, but Arthur says if these things bother you, you can't work at Cenarf. Then they go to the throne room. However, it is said that the King has an audience. Arthur takes his friends to his room while they wait. While they wait, they meet a
group of rude people who insult them because they're from Elgnand. Matthew wonders why they still hate an event 60 years ago. Arthur says most councillors are either in the middle of it or trained by what happened. When asked if he can do anything about it, he says that because he is the Chief Wizard,
he takes a position on the exams given by the king and councillors, so he has the right to vote and has no chance of really having an equal member of parliament. He then explains that the younger members are more in favor of him and have neutral members. He then explains that cenarf thank them
when people learned to use magic in their daily lives, they've got closer to them. America has been impressed by Britain's trying to improve relations and says it sees it in a new light. Matthew asks how you left the forest. Arthur says that when he turns 18, when the spell breaks, that's why he doesn't have
to be in Arthurs' custody anymore. Arthur also states that he has not forgotten to cast the spell, because Matthew is important to him. America tries to talk to Alfred, but Arthur refuses to go out until alfred runs away with him because he can see ghosts. Matthew asks if they should check on Peter when
they finish their report. Arthur says they need to know if he's back in Elgnand. He also says he may have left a clue as to where he was going in his room. Then head back Room, to check if the king is finished. When America is loudly fascinated by the design of throne rooms, Arthur tells him to be quiet as
they walk. Arthur is particularly angry that America reminds us whose fault it is by shouting that the useless Chief Wizard is coming. They are taken by Ivan and tell Arthur to tell America to get out of their way. When America interrogates him, Arthur panics and apologizes for his rudeness, and pulls him
out of his way. Arthur then scolds America, saying he is the Emperor of Vyek and should be grateful that America's head is still in his body. They then return to report to the king and go to him down the hall. They enter the throne room and are greeted by King Francis. He greets Arthur and Arthur says he's
done his duty. When he questioned what the village was like, Arthur says he defeated them and destroyed the circle. Arthur then states that because he blocked his magic, he does not maintain his position, but Francis asks if he can break it, to say that Arthur will try when there is time. The King says then
that he can continue to be the Chief Wizard. He was relieved the minister wasn't here to fire him, thanking the king. The king says how good his knowledge is. When asked about his two friends, America laughs, finding it fun to see a version of The UK show such respect for France's version. Arthur was
again asked by the king who they were. They were introduced to the law as brothers Arthurs, Matthew and Alfred, and joined him in the process of duty. Arthur is then sent on a mission to the Blue Mines. He bends over and says his only wish is to serve the king. The King then finishes the council and
gives them luck. When he wants America in the King's Room, Arthur wonders if America is doing anything wrong. Then he tells her to leave because she can't keep a king waiting. It also reminds Alfred to thank the king for the weapon he sent. When he comes back, Arthur says he just assumes nothing
bad happened and will take them to the institute. Arthur then visits Francis in his room. Francis is surprised at first, but then invites Arthur for a drink. Arthur drinks tea because he has to work. Francis is astonished at how he used to fight but now even has drinking tea together as they drink Arthur. Arthur
says it's his fault for being a hopeless random stripper. The King says he was shocked that Arthur was the first to hit him in his life. Arthur says someone's going to hit him. Arthur is told he was lucky not to be seen because he could be arrested for hitting the Prince. Arthur didn't know you were a prince.
Arthur smiles and says he's just right. Arthur then remarks He hasn't undressed in years. When asked if he wants Francis to undress, Arthur says he's undressed and just says, Francis says it's too bad England can't see him naked anymore, but Arthur says it's not bad. When the King says he hears Peter
run away, Arthur asks why he knows it's Matthew. Arthur says Matthew was kind enough to stay with him, but that was over very soon, because most people left him and asked him to tell him it wasn't fair for the king to be so pessimistic. Arthur says it's for the best when he gives it up. He needed
someone with him before or he wouldn't be satisfied. It is then said that Francis will make sure he doesn't work for a while to find his son. Arthur thanked him for taking care of his two brother-in-law. He tells Francis that he may be spoiling Alfred and that Francis rarely sees him. Arthur returns to his
quarters when the king doesn't want him to be sleep-free. Arthur gets angry that Francis calls him Artie. Arthur thanks him for the tea and sleeps the next day. He takes them to the throne room and is told to destroy some monsters, and if he finds treasure hunters, he can arrest them. Arthur and Matthew
wait while Francis talks to America. When they finally go out, Arthur is congratulated again by a member of parliament. When they go out, they're confronted by an angry Carlos. Arthur understands why Antonio scolded his brothers for not teaching him manners, but America denies it. When Carlos leaves,
Arthur is asked by Matthew who Antonio is. He says he's Spina and Francis' best friend. He also explains that Antonio sent Lacky's to do his job and they used to fight a little bit. Arthur also decides to take the American side instead of Antonios' friends, and when they come to the blue mine, Arthur explains
that they usually steal ore stones that are a little weaker, but can create them like blue jewels. Alfred says it's going to be bad, but Arthur explains they can't use them because no one knows how to process them. Matthew asks if they should have used advanced techniques to prevent people from
learning, as Arthur agreed, because he wanted the protagonist to remain hidden. Arthur also explains that most of the jewels were destroyed because of it. The trio quickly encounters Lovino, a treasure hunter, trying to steal gems. While America and Matthew hold him, Arthur asks if he has yet to say his
prayers, with a terrible smile. Arthur wants to know what he's going to say about himself. When Lovino tries to play like a criminal, Arthur says he only asks questions. Arthur then, having Uncomfortable with constant missions, Lovino tells him how he rides and what he plans to steal and threatens to
defeat the living hell. Lovino tells him he wants to sell quickly and get rich, and he comes through a crack in the wall. Arthur says I shouldn't worry, even the prison food in Cenarf is delicious, scaring Lovino. He's threatening to arrest Lovino and kill him if he tries to escape. They're fighting a few more
monsters on their way out. Arthur's sure there might be gems around here. Arthur tells the others to keep an eye on Lovino. They find an unnanamable rock. Arthur then goes to move it, revealing a passage. They find a room full of blue gems. Arthur's trying to make sure Lovino doesn't try to steal
anything. Arthur then plans to burn the room down and destroy the jewels. When Lovino tries to talk him out of it, Arthur explains how he hates how he created it without thinking about the price. He thinks it's taboo and something terrible is going to happen soon. Arthur's burning the room down and they're
going out. He is thanked by the caretaker and comments of America surprised when he complained about his country to the Chief Magician. Arthur just said he wasn't allowed to say that in the castle and he had to throw it out of his chest. He believes the king knows, but he hides it. They immediately
realize Lovino's missing. Arthur vows to publish a wanted poster, regretting Spinan trying to escape. After fighting a few more monsters, Arthur returns to report to the king, but without him they are very offended by the fact that they have organized a war council. Despite Charles' attempt to apologise, the
prime minister's uncle rebuks him coldly, and it is clear that Arthur is insi part of the general. As the general tries to defend him, the prime minister still insults him and tells the king they can silence him and take him elsewhere. When Charles apologizes for their father, Arthur tells him not to apologize for
not being rude. When asked about the report, Arthur explains. He was praised for his work and then sent off for five days break, so he has time to find his son. He is told that America wants to return the weapon and tells him not to be rude about it and not to pass charles. While America's gone, Arthur's
talking to a soldier about chimeras. They say they can be artificial. He thanks the person involved and then gives a drawing of lovino, wanting to make them a wanted poster. Even though he's talked to the king about it, he's surprised to see America carrying a gun. It is said that the price is small and not
very serious. He's trying to ask how America knows, but it's been cut. They then continue on their way to Elgnand. Arthur and Matthew go to Elgnand, america goes to Aricema. Alfred explains how and why he's independent. They're America's words. Both to blame: Arthur because his sons were
insensitive about their feelings and because Alfred was immatur. When America arrives at Arthur's house, Arthur and Matthew are looking for clues as to where Peter might be. So far, they haven't found anything on the subject, so Arthur asked Alfred to help him. When asked why he was so calm despite
his son's departure, Arthur says peter ran away to live on his own and was absolutely calm when thinking about it. When asked why he trusts his son so much, Arthur asks if he has forgotten that Alfred is his parents. Then he returns to look for clues. They find a sealed box under the bed. Arthur says he's
not perfect when Peter's good and scores 30 points. They find a book about traveling the world in Ira. Arthur, then they have a complicated history. Then he says he can't go to Ira and doesn't want to ask the king for favors. He then continues to send America and Matthew home. Arthur needs to go set the
spell in the woods. Ever since Alfred left some of his stuff there, he's been demanding that the brothers clean the cabin. Arthur then enters America talking about Alfred and the green jewel. Arthur is frozen in shock when he says Alfred is dead and not Alfred. Angry Arthur yells at her to get out. Then he
threw them out. Outside of America, you can hear Arthur breaking things with blind rage. Arthur is seen crying alone in the dark and everyone is angry that he is dead and leaving him behind. He starts talking to an imaginary person named Dave. He explains that his brother didn't forgive him and decided
not to run away from him anymore. The next day, they go to his house and find a letter from Matthew and Peter. Arthur writes that he knew they hated him and that he was going to die by resessing Alfred and Elizabeth. He also took Peter under the auspices of the Cenarf authorities. To sign that you love
them. He's also apologizing to America. They run and find him in a circle. He says he wants to bring Beth and Alfred back. Matthew says that's not the Arthur he knew. He says he can use all his magic to bring them back. Arthur says his magic may have been blocked, but he's still in his system, so he can
use it. Matthew yells that he's going to kill her using his magic, but Arthur once says he wants to die by making his magic useful. He says they plan to take Peter away from him, but he begged the king to keep his son until he died. The sadness of having to bring Peter back sooner than expected is filling
up. It's the first time he's used his real name to tell America to be bussed into it. Arthur tells America that if he can beat him, he'll delete the circle. The two of them go to war. It ends with to be defeated. He's a little impressed with America's combat skills and collapses. He wakes up and sees as pitiful what
he lost while holding back his magic for resurrection. Then he tells the truth about the death of his brothers. That he didn't believe in the curse of his brothers, but then that his wife had died, and that Alfred's sons had been killed in the 10th century. Arthur goes on to say he's going to keep going until he's
dead. Alfred, Arthur's hero, says he's smart, strong and protects them. Matthew vows to protect Arthur. After a while, Arthur will get his soul back and he can't just give up. Later, he says that his years at Cenarf could turn him into a fear. He swears to protect his loved ones and never flees again. But
when he plans to show America the jewels he needs to go home, he finds the Green Jewel stolen. He has to report it. Trivia Edit Quotes Edit (First appearance a lamia fight) Damn it! What happened to this monster? (After seeing America, Matthew and Alfred) Aaaargh! Three Alfreds? What does that
mean?! (After losing his magic and asking what America did without him) I've got nothing left, you bloody go! How are you going to make it up to me, you bastard?! (When informed he may lose his position as head wizzard) I'll break the spell when I have time, but until then it will be a question of whether
the people of Cenarf will allow me to be the chief wizard. The Master Wizard should always be the best wizard ... They'll probably start selecting a new Master Wizard right away. (When questioned about his son's unrespons reaction to his death) He hated me. I'm not surprised he ran away. (When Peter
was warned he could be attacked by monsters) The wizard chosen by the jewel. He won't lose to monsters. (Explaining why people in Cenarf hate Elgnandians) Many of these councillors are from a generation that was either in the midst of an uprising or trained by what happened. They still see Elgnand
as the enemy. (When asked if it can replace with location) The position of the Chief Wizard is determined by two strict tests given by the King and by the councillors. Do you really think the Chief Wizard can stand up to the councillors and prevail? However, the Chief Wizard has the right to vote in the
Council. Which means I'm on par with members of parliament. Now a generation of councillors with weak anti-Elgnand sentiments is taking over. Young members are advantageous to us and not so disheartening. Then there are the neutral members. (For Francis) I, Chief Wizard Arthur Kirkland, have
completed my mission. (For Lovino) Hey, treasure hunter. Have you finished your prayers? If you don't give me the right answers, I'm going to beat the living hell. (When Lovino arrested him) Do not worry. The prison food in Cenarf is delicious. (To Lovino) You're coming with us. Don't try to escape. You
don't care about your life, do you? (About the curse of Davids) Words have power. Especially for us wizards.
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